Controlled release of raloxifene by nanoencapsulation: effect on in vitro antiproliferative activity of human breast cancer cells

Abstract: Raloxifene hydrochloride (RH) is considered to be an antiproliferative agent of mammary tissue. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the encapsulation of RH in polymeric nanocapsules with anionic or cationic surface on its release profile and antiproliferative activity. They were prepared by interfacial deposition of preformed polymer, followed by wide physicochemical characterization. The in vitro RH release was assessed by the dialysis membrane method and the data analyzed by mathematical modeling. The antiproliferative effect on MCF-7 cell viability was investigated by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay as well as by counting viable cells. They had high encapsulation efficiency, low polydispersity, and nanometric mean size. Nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 presented positive and negative zeta potentials, respectively. Drug release studies demonstrated controlled release of RH from anionic nanocapsules, which could be explained due to a stronger interaction of the drug to these nanocapsules and the larger amount of entrapped drug. On the other hand, this control was not observed from cationic nanocapsules due to the larger amount of drug adsorbed onto their surface. MCF-7 cell viability studies and cell counting showed that RH-loaded Eudragit® RS100 nanocapsules promote the best antiproliferative activity after 24 hours of treatment, whereas the best activity was observed for RH-loaded Eudragit® S100 nanocapsules after 72 hours. Furthermore, the combined treatment of these formulations improved the antiproliferative effect during the entire treatment.
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Introduction
Hormone therapy is used for the prevention and treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis. Estrogen and progestogen replacement was accepted for decades, but their prolonged use may increase the risk of breast and endometrium cancer.1 Raloxifene hydrochloride (RH) was synthesized to resist estrogen-dependent breast cancer proliferation through binding to the estrogen receptor of mammary tissue and blocking DNA transcription induced by estrogen, and is considered to be a chemopreventive agent.2,3 This drug is a non-steroidal selective estrogen receptor modulator showing estrogenic effects on bone and the cardiovascular system, as well as antiestrogenic effects on breast tissue and endometrium.4 Furthermore, researchers showed that RH inhibits proliferation of hormone-dependent MCF-7 breast cancer cells and causes cell death via apoptosis and cell cycle arrest.5–8
After RH oral administration, it is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and due to first-pass metabolism (intestine and liver), its bioavailability is around 2%. Nanoparticles can be uptaken by Peyer’s patches after oral administration. The encapsulation of drugs in small particles is expected to promote an increase in drug bioavailability, and is an example of the application of nanotechnology on pharmaceutical development. Researchers have showed that higher drug concentrations are transported by polymeric nanocapsules to target sites or organs in comparison with free drugs.

A higher in vitro intestinal permeability and an increase in the oral bioavailability of RH (3.5× higher) was observed for cationic solid lipid nanoparticles. Moreover, an in vitro study showed that a nanoemulsion with dispersed RH did not control the drug release, whereas a nanoemulsion with dissolved RH demonstrated slower drug release. However, a two-fold increase in RH uptake by endocrine organs (uterus, fallopian tubes, and ovaries) was observed in rats after oral administration of both nanoemulsions.

Polymeric nanocapsules are drug carrier systems where the drug can be entrapped within the nanocarriers or adsorbed onto their surface. Bikiaris et al. developed RH loaded-polymeric nanoparticles enabling an initial high release rate followed by very slow drug release rates. These particles (200–350 nm) were prepared from novel biodegradable polyesters (poly[ethylene succinate] and poly[propylene adipate]) by a coprecipitation method. The drug release rate was dependent on the melting point of the polyester used and the degree of crystallinity of the RH within the nanoparticles.

Nanoencapsulation of drugs has been considered an attractive and promising strategy to inhibit the proliferation of cancer cells. In addition, the enhanced antiproliferative response to combined treatment of two substances has been studied. A potential anticancer strategy with the combined use of raloxifene and trichostatin A (inhibitor to enhance the action of endocrine therapy in breast cancer cells) was observed on MCF-7 breast cancer cells.

Preparation of nanocapsule suspensions
RH-loaded nanocapsules were prepared (n=3) by interfacial deposition of preformed polymers. To evaluate the influence of surface charge of nanocapsules on drug release and antiproliferative activity, polymers with cationic and anionic charge were utilized (Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100, respectively). For the preparation of Eudragit® RS100 nanocapsules (RH-NC-RS), 250 mg of polymer, 825 µL caprylic/capric triglyceride mixture (31.35 mg⋅mL⁻¹), and 6.25 mg of RH were dissolved in 67 mL of acetone:water (15:1 volume per volume). For the preparation of Eudragit® S100 nanocapsules (RH-NC-S), 250 mg of polymer, 96 mg of sorbitan monostearate (3.84 mg⋅mL⁻¹), 413 µL caprylic/capric triglyceride mixture (15.70 mg⋅mL⁻¹), and 6.25 mg of RH were dissolved in 67 mL of acetone:water (15:1 volume per volume). Each organic solution was added into 135 mL of an aqueous phase containing 191.5 mg polysorbate 80 under magnetic stirring. Acetone was eliminated and the suspension was concentrated at 40°C under reduced pressure using a rotary evaporator (RII model; Büchi Corp., Flawil, Switzerland) to obtain a final volume of 25 mL (0.25 mg⋅mL⁻¹ of RH). Blank Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 nanocapsule suspensions (NC-RS and NC-S, respectively) were prepared
(n=3) as described above, omitting the addition of the drug into the organic phase.

Characterization of nanocapsule suspensions

Drug content, encapsulation efficiency, and pH determination

To evaluate the drug content and encapsulation efficiency of the nanocapsules, it was necessary to validate an analytical methodology by HPLC, according to the International Conference on Harmonization guidelines. The system employed was a HPLC Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan) equipped with a CBM-20A controller, an SPD-M20AV detector, a degasser DGU-20A5, a LC-20AT pump, a SIL-20A auto sampler, and a C18 column (150 mm×4.6 mm, 5 μm particle size, 110 Å pore diameter; Discovery®; Supelco Analytical, Sigma-Aldrich). The mobile phase at isocratic flow rate (0.8 mL-minute⁻¹) consisted of 45:55 volume per volume methanol/water containing 0.2% glacial acetic acid over 12.0 minutes of run. The RH was detected at 287 nm and the injection volume was 20 μL. The method was linear (r=0.9995) over the range of 1.0–20.0 μg·mL⁻¹, precise (RSD <2%), accuracy (97.89%±1.21%), and specific.

The drug content (mg·mL⁻¹) was determined by the extraction of the drug from the nanocapsule suspensions (400 μL) in 10 mL of mobile phase (water:methanol 55:45 volume per volume, containing 0.2% glacial acetic acid). The samples were stirred for 30 minutes, sonicated for 30 minutes, filtered with a hydrophilic membrane (0.45 μm, Millipore®; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and assayed by HPLC. The encapsulation efficiency (%) was calculated by the difference between the total drug content and free drug (non-associated drug) in the nanocapsules. Free drug was analyzed by the ultrafiltration/centrifugation technique (Microcon®; MC Millipore 10,000 Da) at 4,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The pH measurements were determined directly in the nanocapsule suspensions, using a calibrated potentiometer (DM-22; Digimed, São Paulo, Brazil).

Particle size, polydispersity indices, and zeta potential

The formulations were initially evaluated by laser diffractometry (LD; Mastersizer 2000®, Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK), without previous treatment of samples. The volume-weighted mean diameters (D₄,₃) and polydispersity (Span) were determined by this technique. The mean particle sizes and polydispersity indices (n=3) were measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS; Zetasizer Nanoseries®, Malvern Instruments) after dilution of the nanocapsule suspensions (20 μL) in 10 mL of purified water (1:500 volume per volume). The zeta potential was analyzed by electrophoretic mobility using the same instrument, after dilution of the formulations in 10 mM NaCl aqueous solution (1:500 volume per volume) result. Nanocapsules tracking analysis (NTA; NanoSight LM10 and NTA Analytical Software, Amesbury, UK) was used to estimate the particle size distribution, the number of particles per milliliter, and the presence of nanocrystals after appropriate dilution of the nanocapsule suspensions in purified water (10,000× and 5,000× for Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 nanocapsule suspensions, respectively). Furthermore, this analysis allowed the observation of the Brownian motion of the individual nanoparticles.

Physical stability

The nanocapsule suspensions were evaluated by multiple light scattering (Turbiscan Lab®; Formulaction, L’Union, France) immediately after preparation. This technique allows the observation of the phenomena of physical instability, such as sedimentation, creaming, coalescence, and flocculation. Each formulation (20 mL) was scanned from the bottom to the top of the glass cell (25 mm diameter, 55 mm height) at time intervals of 5 minutes over 60 minutes at 25°C.

In vitro drug release study

The RH release profiles from RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S were studied by the dialysis membrane method (n=3), with water:ethanol (70:30 volume per volume) at 37°C as the medium. Ethanol was added to maintain the sink condition. The medium was filtered (0.45 μm membrane) and sonicated to remove air bubbles. The dialysis bag (12,000 Da cut-off; Sigma Aldrich) containing the nanocapsule suspensions (2 mL) was submerged inside a beaker containing the release medium (200 mL) under moderate stirring. A RH water:ethanol (1:1 volume per volume) solution (RH-Sol) at the same concentration of nanocapsule suspensions (0.25 mg·mL⁻¹) was also prepared to evaluate the diffusion of non-encapsulated RH across the dialysis bag (n=3). The external medium was collected (0.75 mL) from the system at predetermined time intervals, replaced by an equal volume of medium, and diluted in the mobile phase (1:1 volume per volume). The samples were assayed by HPLC according to the method previously described in the “Drug content, encapsulation efficiency, and pH determination” section. To evaluate the influence of the surface charge of RH-NC-RS (positive) and RH-NC-S (negative) on the RH
release profiles, mathematical modeling (MicroMath® Scientist, St Louis, MO, USA) was carried out using the mono- and biexponential models. The model that best describes the drug release profile was selected through the model selection criteria (MSC), graphic adjustment, and the correlation coefficient. In order to obtain an additional parameter to compare the drug release behavior between the formulations, half-lives were calculated according to equation 1:

\[ t_{1/2} = \frac{0.693}{k} \]  

(1)

where \( k \) is the rate constant calculated from each release phase according to the best mathematical model.

Furthermore, to investigate the RH release mechanism from nanocapsules, 60% of the initial fraction of drug release was fitted to the Korsmeyer–Peppas model.28,29

**Maintenance of cell line**

The MCF-7 human breast cancer cell line was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA). The cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and the antibiotics penicillin/streptomycin (0.5 U·mL\(^{-1}\)), in an atmosphere of 5% CO\(_2\)/95% air at 37°C. For the in vitro antiproliferative study and cell counting, the MCF-7 cells were plated in 96-well plates at 2.5×10\(^4\) cells per well in culture medium and cultured for 72 hours to reach semi-confluence. All materials were sterilized and the nanocapsule suspensions used were prepared under aseptic conditions.

**Drug exposure**

The cultures were treated with non-encapsulated RH solution (RH-S), RH-loaded nanocapsules (RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S), or a mixture of these nanocapsule suspensions (1:1 volume per volume, RH-NC-M) at different concentrations (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 µM). The effect of the RH on MCF-7 cell proliferation was evaluated after 24 and 72 hours of incubation by MTT assay and cell counting. For preparation of RH-S, the drug was dissolved at 2 mg·mL\(^{-1}\) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and diluted in culture medium at the same drug concentration as the nanocapsule suspensions (0.25 mg·mL\(^{-1}\)). The maximum concentration of DMSO used to treat cells was 0.77%. The control cells were treated with vehicle (V; 0.77% DMSO in culture medium), blank nanocapsules (NC-RS, NC-S), and a mixture of these blank nanocapsule suspensions (1:1 volume per volume, NC-M). To evaluate the integrity of the nanocapsules after mixing the formulations (RH-NC-M and NC-M), particle size and polydispersity index were analyzed according that described in the “Particle size, polydispersity indices, and zeta potential” section.

**MCF-7 cell viability**

Cell viability was evaluated by the MTT assay, with three independent triplicate experiments. After 24 and 72 hours of incubation, each treatment was withdrawn and MTT solution (0.5 mg·mL\(^{-1}\)) was added to each well and plates were incubated at 37°C for 3 hours. At the end of the incubation time, precipitates are formed as a result of the reduction of the MTT salt to chromophore formazan crystals by the cells with metabolically active mitochondria. The optical density of solubilized crystals in DMSO was measured at 560 nm (test) and 630 nm (reference) on a microplate reader (Spectramax M2e and v 5.4.1; SoftMax Pro Software Interface; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). These values were converted to cell viability, expressed as the percentage of cell viability against the control.18

**Cell counting**

Cell viability was confirmed by trypan blue dye exclusion.30 After drug exposure (24 and 72 hours of incubation) the medium was removed, 50 µL of 0.25% trypsin/ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution was added to each well, and the plates were incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes to detach the cells. After detachment of the cells, the DMEM/10% FBS (100 µL) was added and the viable cells counted (number of viable cells not stained by trypan blue) immediately by Neubauer chamber under optical microscope (CX21 model; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Before counting, the cells were diluted with trypan blue (1:1 volume per volume), which was used to selectively color dead cells in blue (trypan blue positive). The number of viable cells found in the treatments was compared to the number of viable cells in the control (cells in DMEM/10% FBS only), which represents 100% cell viability. Therefore, we evaluated only viable cells without influence of the loss of dead cells in the step in which the culture medium was removed. The formula used is as follows:

\[ \text{Viability (％)} = \frac{\text{number of viable cells in the treatment} \times 100}{\text{number of viable cells in the control}} \]

Results were expressed as a percentage of the control.30

It is noteworthy to mention that V (vehicle), NC-RS, and NC-S represent controls for the groups treated with RH-S, RH-NC-RS, and RH-NC-S, respectively. During cell viability assays, the control groups (V, NC-RS, and NC-S) did not
show significant alterations in the proliferation of the cell line compared with the untreated group (control). The results were expressed in relation to the control culture without treatment (control), which represents 100% viability.\textsuperscript{30} Data were the averages of triplicate samples ± standard deviation (SD) from three independent experiments.

**Statistical analysis**
Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s test. A difference was considered statistically significant at the level of \( P \leq 0.05 \). All formulations were prepared and analyzed in triplicate and values are presented as the mean ± SD.

**Results**

**Development of nanocapsule suspensions**

Figure 1 shows the granulometric profiles by LD of the drug-loaded and blank nanocapsule suspensions (n=3). Analyzing the size from 50% of the nanoparticles (Figure 1A), 50% of the particles were lower than 78.00±0.01 nm, 82.33±2.52 nm, 64.00±0.01 nm, and 63.50±0.71 nm for NC-RS, RH-NC-RS, NC-S, and RH-NC-S, respectively. The volume-weighted mean diameters \( (D_{4,3}) \) were 127±2 nm (NC-RS), 129±1 nm (RH-NC-RS), 166±6 nm (NC-S), and 187±11 nm (RH-NC-S; Figure 1B). Moreover, the polydispersity (Span) was lower than 2.0 for all formulations, with a narrow size distribution for all formulations, with low polydispersity (Span; 0.76 for NC-RS, 0.74 for RH-NC-RS, 0.76 for NC-S, and 0.97 for RH-NC-S). The hydrodynamic diameters obtained by this technique were 198±69 nm, 156±45 nm, 203±61 nm, and 208±72 nm for NC-RS, RH-NC-RS, NC-S, and RH-NC-S, respectively. Moreover, the number of nanoparticles per milliliter of formulation was estimated by multiplying the number of particles in the sample by its dilution. The nanocapsule suspensions containing only oil in the core (31.35 mg⋅mL\(^{-1}\); NC-RS: 10.76×10\(^{12}\) particles⋅mL\(^{-1}\); RH-NC-RS: 15.14×10\(^{12}\) particles⋅mL\(^{-1}\)) had a larger number of particles than those with a core containing sorbitan monostearate (3.84 mg⋅mL\(^{-1}\)) and half of the oil (15.70 mg⋅mL\(^{-1}\); NC-RS: 5.94×10\(^{12}\) particles⋅mL\(^{-1}\); RH-NC-RS: 6.69×10\(^{12}\) particles⋅mL\(^{-1}\)). In addition, we evaluated the correlating scattering intensity and size distribution between NC-RS (Figure 2A) and RH-NC-RS (Figure 2B).

Further physicochemical characteristics (drug content, encapsulation efficiency, and pH) of the formulations are showed in Table 2. Both drug-loaded formulations presented a drug content of 0.25 mg⋅mL\(^{-1}\) with low SD among the three different batches. Statistical analysis demonstrated that RH-NC-S has a higher drug encapsulation efficiency than RH-NC-RS as observed in Table 2 (\( P \leq 0.05 \)). All nanocapsule suspensions showed acidic pH (Table 2), as expected for this kind of formulation containing Eudragit\textsuperscript{®}S100, 29,31

The hydrodynamic diameters and polydispersity index were measured by PCS (Table 1). Through NTA analysis, it was possible to visualize the Brownian motion of the nanocapsules in suspension. Figure 2 shows a narrow size distribution for all formulations, with low polydispersity (Span; 0.76 for NC-RS, 0.74 for RH-NC-RS, 0.76 for NC-S, and 0.97 for RH-NC-S). The hydrodynamic diameters showed in Table 2. Both drug-loaded formulations presented
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**Figure 1** Particle size distributions of nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} RS100 (NC-RS and RH-NC-RS) or Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} S100 (NC-S and RH-NC-S) by laser diffraction. **Notes:** Measurements showing the (A) number (%) and (B) volume (%) of particles. NC-RS and NC-S refer to the blank Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} RS100 and Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} S100 nanocapsule suspensions, respectively, while RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S refer to the Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} RS100 and Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} S100 nanocapsules, respectively. Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} RS100 and Eudragit\textsuperscript{®} S100 (Evonik Industries Corp., Essen, Germany).
Figure 3 shows the graphical analysis of variation in the backscattering as a function of time. During the analysis (1 hour), no variation at the middle of the cell was observed and a small variation (<4%) of the delta backscattering occurred at the bottom and top of the samples.

In vitro drug release study

The RH release profiles from the nanocapsule suspensions and the diffusion profile from the non-encapsulated drug (drug solution, RH-Sol) are shown in Figure 4. These profiles were modeled according to the mono and biexponential models. The model that best described the drug release profile was the biexponential model, selected through the higher values of MSC and the correlation coefficient (Table 3).

According to the Korsmeyer–Peppas model, RH release from RH-NC-RS had a regression coefficient of 0.9990 ± 0.0003, MSC of 5.27 ± 0.29, and a release exponent (n) of 0.73 ± 0.04, whereas RH-NC-S had a regression coefficient of 0.9970 ± 0.0009, MSC of 4.78 ± 0.31, and n of 0.60 ± 0.01.

Evaluation of MCF-7 cell viability

MTT assay and cell counting were used to evaluate the influence of the drug release control on the MCF-7 cell viability/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Particle size (nm)</th>
<th>Polydispersity index</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC-RS</td>
<td>119±6</td>
<td>0.11±0.02</td>
<td>15.13±1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH-NC-RS</td>
<td>133±3</td>
<td>0.10±0.02</td>
<td>12.21±1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC-S</td>
<td>165±4</td>
<td>0.16±0.02</td>
<td>−13.73±1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH-NC-S</td>
<td>178±2</td>
<td>0.18±0.01</td>
<td>−18.33±0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Means (n=3), in the same column, with the same letter (a, b, c, or d) are not significantly different (P≤0.05, analysis of variance). Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 (Evonik Industries Corp., Essen, Germany).

Figure 2 Nanocapsules tracking analysis plots of (A) NC-RS, (B) RH-NC-RS, (C) NC-S, and (D) RH-NC-S.

Notes: NC-RS and NC-S refer to the blank Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 nanocapsule suspensions, respectively, while RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S refer to the Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 nanocapsules, respectively. Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 (Evonik Industries Corp., Essen, Germany).
proliferation after treatment with RH-loaded nanocapsules. Three concentration of drug (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 μM) were investigated for 24 and 72 hours of treatment (Figures 5A–D). The cell viability of the treated groups was calculated in relation to the control culture without treatment (control), which represents 100% viability. During MTT assay and cell counting, the control groups (V, NC-RS, and NC-S) did not show significant alterations in the proliferation of the cell line when compared with the untreated groups (control) \( (P>0.05) \).

After 24 and 72 hours of treatment, all RH treatments led to a significant decrease in cell viability in comparison with their respective control group \( (P\leq0.05) \), except for the group treated with 1.0 μM of RH-S for 24 hours \( (P>0.05) \). After 24 hours of treatment in the MTT assay (Figure 5A), all concentrations of RH-NC-RS (1.0 μM: 85.32±1.66%; 2.5 μM: 79.31±0.92%; and 5.0 μM: 76.05±1.85%) and RH-NC-S at 2.5 μM (94.99±0.42%) and 5.0 μM (93.60±0.83%) showed significant reduction in cell viability compared to their respective control groups treated with the drug solution (RH-S; 1.0 μM: 98.75±0.66%; 2.5 μM: 97.54±0.53%; and 5.0 μM: 96.20±0.52%; \( P\leq0.05 \)).

After 72 hours of treatment in the MTT assay (Figure 5B), the groups treated with RH-NC-S at different concentrations (1.0 μM: 89.68±0.28%; 2.5 μM: 84.90±1.15%; and 5.0 μM: 78.96±0.57%) promoted a significant decrease in cell viability compared to their respective control groups treated with the drug solution (RH-S;
Table 3 Observed rate constants, correlation coefficients, MSC, and half-lives (t₁/₂) obtained by fitting of RH release from different nanocarriers (RH-NC-RS, RH-NC-S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RH-NC-RS</th>
<th>RH-NC-S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monoexponential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.0137±0.0001</td>
<td>0.0019±0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.9877±0.0001</td>
<td>0.9910±0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>2.5691±0.0364</td>
<td>2.8406±0.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birexponential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₁ (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.0242±0.0011</td>
<td>0.0067±0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k₂ (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.0026±0.0003</td>
<td>0.0008±0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.7593±0.0308</td>
<td>0.3258±0.0702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.2522±0.0274</td>
<td>0.6663±0.0683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.9987±0.0004</td>
<td>0.9995±0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>5.3047±0.2620</td>
<td>6.3063±0.2288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₁/₂ k₁ (minutes)</td>
<td>28.72±1.26</td>
<td>104.01±10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₁/₂ k₂ (minutes)</td>
<td>268.12±29.17</td>
<td>928.12±87.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Means, in the same line, with the same letter (a, b) are not significantly different (P=0.05, analysis of variance). RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S refer to the Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 nanocapsules (Evonik Industries Corp., Essen, Germany), respectively.

Abbreviations: MSC, model selection criteria; RH, raloxifene hydrochloride.

1.0 µM: 93.79%±0.69%; 2.5 µM: 90.11%±0.88%; and 5.0 µM: 85.92%±0.31%; (P<0.05). This decrease was also observed for the group treated with RH-NC-RS at the concentration of 5.0 µM (82.79%±2.00%). Cells treated with RH-NC-RS at concentrations of 1.0 µM and 2.5 µM did not show significant modifications on cell growth after 72 hours compared to their respective control groups treated with the drug solution (P>0.05). The results obtained in cell counting (Figures 5C and D) for all treatments after 24 and 72 hours were similar to results observed in the MTT assays (P>0.05).

The MTT assay and cell counting were also performed by mixing the formulations RH-NC-S and RH-NC-RS (RH-NC-M) at the same concentrations (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 µM). As a control, the mixture of NC-RS and NC-S 1:1 volume per volume (NC-M) was employed. After mixing the nanocapsule formulations, the NC-M and RH-NC-M groups presented low polydispersity (0.15±0.01 and 0.13±0.01, respectively) and the particle size was the mean size of individual nanocapsule formulations (146±3 nm and 159±1 nm, respectively). Thus, no agglomeration occurred between nanocapsules presenting opposite surface charges.

For the MTT assay and viable cell counting (Figures 6A and B), a larger decrease in cell viability in the groups treated with RH-NC-M (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 µM) was observed when compared to its respective group treated with RH-S (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 µM; P≤0.05).

Discussion

RH-loaded and blank nanocapsules were prepared using polymers with different charges, which appeared as a milky bluish liquid that exhibited the Tyndall effect. A unimodal particle size distribution was observed and was obtained by LD analysis for all formulations, regardless of the presence of the drug or type of polymer. According to the European Legislation, these formulations can be considered nanomaterials, since 50% of the particles are <100 nm. Furthermore, the presence of the drug did not affect the particle size distribution. The morphological characteristics of polymeric nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 have already been reported in the literature. In these reports, the authors confirmed the formation of spherical nanocapsules with similar qualitative and quantitative composition, as well as the same method of preparation (interfacial deposition of preformed polymer).

All formulations had nanoscopic particle sizes as measured by PCS. Polydispersity indices were <0.20, confirming the results (low Span values) obtained by LD. As expected, due to the surface charge at the particle/water interface, the nanocapsule suspensions prepared with Eudragit® RS100 showed positive zeta potential and nanocapsule suspensions prepared with Eudragit® S100 showed negative zeta potential, which is in agreement with previous studies. The mean particle size obtained by NTA was in agreement with those obtained by LD and PCS.

Regarding the particle numbers, it appears that more polymeric nanocapsules were formed when the amount
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Figure 5 Effect of RH solution (RH-S) and RH-loaded nanocapsule formulations (RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S) on MCF-7 cell viability.
Notes: The cultures were treated with 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 µM of RH for 24 (A and C) and 72 (B and D) hours. (A) and (B) are data from the MTT assay, (C) and (D) are data from the cell counting method. Cultures were also treated with vehicle (V) and RH-unloaded nanocapsules (NC-RS and NC-S). *Indicates significant differences compared to the respective control group; # indicates significant differences compared to the respective control group treated with drug solution (ANOVA followed by Tukey's test, \( P \leq 0.05 \)). RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S refer to the Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100 nanocapsules (Evonik Industries Corp., Essen, Germany), respectively.
Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; MTT, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; RH, raloxifene hydrochloride.

Figure 6 Effect of RH-loaded nanocapsules mixture (RH-NC-M) on MCF-7 cell viability.
Notes: The cells were treated with 1.0, 2.5, or 5.0 µM of RH nanoencapsulated for 24 and 72 hours; (A) are data from the MTT assay and (B) are data from the cell counting method.
Abbreviations: RH, raloxifene hydrochloride; MTT, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide.
of oil in the nanocapsule suspensions of the cationic polymers (NC-RS and RH-NC-RS) was increased.\(^4\) However, recently, Jäger et al\(^{25}\) and Venturini et al\(^{26}\) showed that excessive oil may lead to simultaneous formation of polymeric nanocapsules and nanoemulsion. Furthermore, in order to reject the hypothesis that the higher numbers of particles in the nanocapsule suspensions of Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) RS100 were related to the formation of nanocrystals due to the presence of excessive raloxifene, scattering intensity and size distribution between NC-RS and RH-NC-RS were correlated. According to Jornada et al\(^{25}\) scattering intensity of colloids varies with the presence of drug nanocrystals. When comparing these formulations, blank nanocapsules show a similar plot by NTA as RH-loaded nanocapsules and we can suggest that drug nanocrystals do not exist in our formulations.

Concerning the further physicochemical properties, higher encapsulation efficiency was obtained for RH-NC-S, which can be explained by the presence of sorbitan monostearate in this formulation, probably due to increasing affinity of the drug for the core of the nanocapsules or by the stronger interaction of the drug with the Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) S100 polymer (explained by the presence of N\(^+\) and COO\(^-\) groups, respectively). NC-S has a lower pH than NC-RS, due to the presence of the carboxylic acid groups in Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) S100. RH has three pK\(_a\) values (8.95, 9.83, and 10.91) and remains ionized in acidic medium.\(^{16}\) The addition of RH in both nanocapsule formulations resulted in a decrease of pH values (\(P = 0.05\)). For nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) RS, this could be explained by the electrostatic interaction of N\(^+\) from the polymer with O\(^-\) from the drug, which releases protons (H\(^+\)) and acidifies the aqueous phase. On the other hand, for nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) S100, we suggest that COO\(^-\) from the polymer interacts with N\(^+\) from the drug, as proposed for the higher encapsulation efficiency of these formulations, which releases H\(^+\) and thus, lowers the pH of the formulation. Furthermore, the pH of the raloxifene aqueous solution is 6.17±0.15, which is higher than the pH of the formulations and confirms that the acidic pH of the drug-loaded formulations is influenced by the qualitative and quantitative composition of the formulation. Blank formulation, prepared without raloxifene, also showed acidic pH values.

The physical instability of the nanocapsule suspensions was evaluated by multiple light scattering, allowing observation of reversible (sedimentation, creaming) and irreversible (coalescence and flocculation) destabilization phenomena. The backscattering results demonstrate the physical stability of the developed formulations, which can be explained by the presence of the polysorbate 80 on the particle-water interface, acting as a steric stabilizer. This physical stability of formulations was also explained by the efficient particle size control, and the qualitative and quantitative optimization of the formulation components.\(^{20}\) The absence of physical instability of the RH-loaded formulations reinforces our previous suggestion about the absence of drug crystals in these formulations.

In the next step, RH release from the nanocapsules was evaluated in comparison with a RH solution (non-encapsulated RH). RH-Sol and RH-NC-RS showed that 98.27±0.51% and 95.09±0.24% of the drug was released after 480 minutes, respectively. The in vitro RH release profile from RH-NC-RS is similar to RH-Sol as shown in Figure 4. This formulation has a higher proportion of drug adsorbed onto the polymeric wall of the nanocapsules (75%; Table 3) enabling easy drug release from the nanocarriers and its diffusion through the dialysis bag at a similar rate to the non-encapsulated RH (RH-Sol). On the other hand, the RH-NC-S released only 51.97±1.10% of the drug after the same length of time, showing the best drug release control. The type of polymer and the presence of sorbitan monostearate (RH-NC-S) influenced the release profile. Nanocapsule suspensions prepared from different polymeric walls (poly-caprolactone [PCL], poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) [PLGA], polyactic acid [PLA], Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) RS100, or Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) S100) are known as good candidates for modulating the release of lipophilic substances.\(^{24,27–29,33}\) For a deeper evaluation of the influence of the surface charge on the RH release profiles, whether positive (RH-NC-RS) or negative (RH-NC-S), the nanocapsule suspensions were modeled according to the mono and biexponential models.

The best fit to the experimental data was obtained by the biexponential equation (Table 3), regardless of the surface charge of the nanocapsules (cationic or anionic: RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S, respectively). This model describes a burst release phase followed by a sustained release phase; it also fit the release obtained for nanocapsules previously prepared with Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) RS100 and Eudragit\(^\text{®}\) S100.\(^{29,33}\) A RH control release from lyophilized polyester nanospheres using dissolution apparatus I (United States Pharmacopeia [USP]) was also previously observed.\(^{16}\) The kinetic experiment demonstrated that rate constants for the burst phase \((k_1)\) and sustained phase \((k_2)\) for RH-NC-S were lower compared to RH-NC-RS \((P = 0.05\)). According to the calculated parameters \((a\) and \(b)\), approximately 67% of the drug was entrapped within the RH-NC-S and only 33% was superficially adsorbed on these nanocapsules. On the other hand, the RH-NC-RS has around 25% and 75% of drug entrapped and adsorbed on nanocapsules, respectively. The higher proportion of drug entrapped
within RH-NC-S (67%) enabled better release control compared with RH-NC-RS (25%). Thus, the higher proportion of drug superficially adsorbed on the RH-NC-RS (75%) enabled an easy drug release compared with RH-NC-S (33%). This difference in the release profile can be also discussed in terms of half-life. Compared with RH-NC-RS, RH-NC-S increased the RH half-life release values 3.62 times and 3.46 times for burst and sustained phases, respectively.

Furthermore, in this case, an interaction between RH and the polymeric wall of nanocapsules may be an important factor to control the drug release rate. The slower drug release observed from RH-NC-S can be explained by a stronger interaction of the drug with the Eudragit® S100 polymer. Accordingly, RH could be more easily released from Eudragit® RS 100 nanocapsules than from Eudragit® S100 nanocapsules. Moreover, a previous study has demonstrated that the viscosity of the core increases with the presence of sorbitan monostearate and consequently decreases the drug diffusive flux as observed for the nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit® S100. Furthermore, according to Korsmeyer–Peppas modeling, as the $n$ was between 0.43 and 0.85, it can be suggested that the mechanism of drug release was according to an anomalous transport.

Relaxation of the polymer chains occurs during the drug release from both formulations, regardless of the polymer wall of nanocapsules as well as RH Fickian diffusion through these walls.

RH is known to promote an antiproliferative effect on MCF-7 breast cancer cells. In this study, both formulations showed different drug release profiles, as discussed above. In this scenario, for the next step, we evaluated the influence of the drug release rate from the different formulations on MCF-7 cell viability by comparing it to a RH solution (non-encapsulated RH). Eudragit® RS 100, like other cationic polymers, is known for its cytotoxic effects, but this effect was not observed in our study, probably due to its low concentration in the formulations (1%).

The results of treatment with RH-S after 24 and 72 hours are in agreement with the literature data that showed an antiproliferative effect of raloxifene on MCF-7 cells for treatments up to 5.0 μM in concentration. However, an increase in the antiproliferative effect was observed by the RH nanoencapsulation. Treatments with RH-NC-RS (75% of RH adsorbed in nanocapsules and does not control the drug release) led to a higher reduction in cell viability after 24 hours compared with treatments with RH-NC-S (33% of RH adsorbed in nanocapsules and higher drug-controlled release), as previously discussed. On the other hand, better performance in the cytotoxicity assay was observed for RH-NC-S after 72 hours. In order to confirm the MTT assay results, cell viability was assessed by trypan blue dye exclusion. It was observed that treatment with nanocapsule suspensions with superior RH controlled release (RH-NC-S) caused a greater decrease in cell viability after 72 hours than those groups treated with RH-NC-RS, which showed faster drug release. Thus, RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S showed the best effects in 24 and 72 hours, respectively. Due to these results, a hypothesis was postulated where the viability of the MCF-7 cells could be even more decreased after 24 and 72 hours by combining treatment (RH-NC-S and RH-NC-RS). In order to evaluate this hypothesis, RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S were mixed 1:1 volume per volume (RH-NC-M) and MCF-7 cells were treated.

After 24 and 72 hours, the groups treated with RH-NC-M showed significant decrease in cell proliferation compared to the untreated group (control) and to the group treated with NC-M, regardless of the concentration. In the MTT assay (Figure 6A), cell viability was lower after 72 hours (1.0 μM: 80.08%±2.77%, 2.5 μM: 77.78%±1.82%, and 5.0 μM: 68.52%±3.84%) than 24 hours (1.0 μM: 88.23%±3.37%, 2.5 μM: 84.44%±2.75%, and 5.0 μM: 82.29%±1.13%) for treatment with RH-NC-M, independent of the concentration. Moreover, a greater decrease in cell viability in groups treated with RH-NC-M (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 μM) was observed compared to the groups treated with RH-loaded nanocapsules (RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S; $P<0.05$).

Based on these results, our hypothesis could be validated in that RH-NC-RS causes an initial antiproliferative effect (24 hours) and that RH-NC-S maintains this effect until 72 hours. These results are important findings for correlating the modulation of RH release from nanocarriers and its antiproliferative effect on MCF-7 cells.

The results obtained from viable cell counting for RH-NC-M treatments (1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 μM) after 24 and 72 hours (Figure 6B) were similar to results observed in the MTT assay ($P>0.05$), confirming that nanocapsulation increases the antiproliferative effect of RH on breast cancer cells.

Although the influence of the drug release profile from nanocapsules was shown on the antiproliferative effects of the different formulations in MCF-7 cells, the influence of the particles’ charge on their cellular uptake cannot be refuted. However, Martinez et al. showed that both positive and negative nanoparticles can be internalized by the MCF-7 cell line. Further in vitro studies on the influence of cellular uptake need to be conducted to analyze the influence of particle charge on the antiproliferative effect of the formulations developed in this work (RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S).
The formulations were prepared under aseptic conditions to evaluate cell viability in our studies. However, these nanocapsules should be sterile for in vivo administration. Studies using sterilization by autoclaving would be needed to evaluate the possibility of sterilization of these nanoparticles while still maintaining their stability and integrity. On the other hand, at this stage, it is possible to obtain sterile nanocapsule formulations by preparing them under aseptic conditions.

**Conclusion**

The type of polymeric wall and the presence of the surfactant in the core influences the RH release profile from nanocapsules prepared with Eudragit® RS100 and Eudragit® S100. Formulations prepared with the anionic polymer (Eudragit® S100) showed better controlled release of RH as evidenced by the higher percentage of drug in their inner core. On the other hand, nanocapsules prepared with the cationic polymer (Eudragit® RS100) showed a larger amount of drug adsorbed onto the nanocapsules. In vitro MCF-7 cell viability and cell counting showed that RH-NC-RS and RH-NC-S have the best antiproliferative effects after 24 and 72 hours, respectively, compared to their non-encapsulated forms. Furthermore, the mixture of the two formulations promoted lower cell growth during all treatments as compared to cells treated individually with each formulation. The nanoencapsulation of RH in the polymeric nanocapsules improved its antiproliferative effect on breast cancer cells and this effect could be modulated by the choice of the polymer and thus, control the RH release rate from nanocapsules. The nanocapsule suspensions may be suggested as suitable alternatives for the development of oral, pulmonary, and intravenous dosage forms.
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